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OutlineOutline
•• Introductory commentsIntroductory comments

•• VIEW/BNC (100m words)VIEW/BNC (100m words)

•• Corpus of Historical English (OED, 37m)Corpus of Historical English (OED, 37m)

•• Corpus do Português (July 2006, 45m)Corpus do Português (July 2006, 45m)

•• Examples of annotation via relational databasesExamples of annotation via relational databases

•• Proposed 200m word corpus of historical EnglishProposed 200m word corpus of historical English



SizeSize

Function of intended useFunction of intended use
Product of biases of corpus creatorsProduct of biases of corpus creators
CED, CEEC, etc. perfectly fine for CED, CEEC, etc. perfectly fine for 
historical pragmaticshistorical pragmatics
Bottom line: not make size a limitationBottom line: not make size a limitation



AccessibilityAccessibility

Via WebVia Web
Cost (free?? to endCost (free?? to end--users)users)
User interface (may be a much larger and User interface (may be a much larger and 
diverse audience than we had first diverse audience than we had first 
intended)intended)



SearchabilitySearchability

Spelling, morphology: wildcardsSpelling, morphology: wildcards
Syntax: POS taggingSyntax: POS tagging
Semantics: Collocates, comparing Semantics: Collocates, comparing 
collocates, synonyms, usercollocates, synonyms, user--defined listsdefined lists
[ Pragmatics ][ Pragmatics ]
Q: Is what we study a function of the Q: Is what we study a function of the 
corpus, or what we really want to study? corpus, or what we really want to study? 



Size: Corpus del Español (www.corpusdelespanol.org) ; 100m words 1200s-1900s

http://www.corpus/


Features: VIEW: view.byu.edu (British National Corpus; 100m words)



BNC / VIEW features

Word document



Corpus of Historical English: view.byu.edu/che



Century # words

1000s 207,594

1100s 53,359

1200s 313,717

1300s 1,077,330

1400s 1,388,448

1500s 3,182,053

1600s 5,127,445

1700s 3,688,076

1800s 10,422,785

1900s 11,063,571

TOTAL 36,524,378

Corpus of Historical English: Size and distribution



Simple frequency of word or phrase over time: turn on



Spelling changes: vn* (chart)



Spelling changes (table): rank-frequency listing by 1500s



Chart display (by century): to * [davies:up] [CUSTOMIZED LISTS]



Table display (1500s): to * [davies:up] [CUSTOMIZED LISTS]



Morphology: *ly (+1900s -1800s -1700s)



Morphology/lexicon: word roots: *light* (+1900s -1600s)



Lexicon: New words in 1900s: * (+1900s -1800s)



Relevancy / Z-score like listing: * seat



Lexical bundles: * * (+1900s -1800s)



Semantics (collocates): hard * (+1900s -1500s)



Semantics (collocates): * meat (+1900s -1500s)



Semantics (wide-range collocates): market [5L/5R] (+1900s -1600s)



More information….



Corpus do Português: 45m words, 1200s-1900s: www.corpusdoportugues.org



Frequency tables and chart displays (cujo ‘whose’)



Frequency tables and chart displays (difícil.* de [vr*] ‘hard to VVI’)



Frequency tables and chart displays (difícil.* de [vr*] ‘hard to VVI’) [1900s-Pt]



Lemmatized: fazer.* (fazer = to make, do): +1300s-1600s, -1900s



Tagged for part of speech: mulheres [aj*] (ADJ women) (sorted by 1800s)



Collocates: mulheres // [aj:fs] (ADJ women) (sorted by 1900s)



Collocates: mulheres // [aj:fs] (ADJ women) (1900s vs. 1800s)



Collocates: cadeia // [nn*] (ADJ string) (FICT vs. ACAD)



Word comparisons: [nn*] {agudo/aguçado/afilado} ‘sharp N’



Synonyms: [=gritar]: synonyms of ‘to shout’



Customized lists: querer.* [davies@gritar-syn]: want to “shout”



Customized lists: estou + emotions (I am + emotions): 1900s



Customized lists: User-created lists (can correct our “errors”): sair ‘to leave’



Advantages of relational Advantages of relational 
databasesdatabases

Size, speed, and annotationSize, speed, and annotation
Unlimited, modular tablesUnlimited, modular tables
(synonyms, customized lists, etc)(synonyms, customized lists, etc)
Helps in annotating the corpusHelps in annotating the corpus



POS taggingPOS tagging

Bootstrap from existing tagged corpusBootstrap from existing tagged corpus
Probabilistic: Probabilistic: citiecitie, then , then emptieemptie
(update tens of millions of tokens at a (update tens of millions of tokens at a 
time)time)
RuleRule--based: based: toto emptieemptie, , thethe emptieemptie CONJCONJ
Even words that are not in the existing Even words that are not in the existing 
corpus: DET corpus: DET XXXX PREP/CONJPREP/CONJ



LemmatizationLemmatization

English: not much of a problem English: not much of a problem 
((work, work, flyeflye, , returnesreturnes, but , but saw, saw, 
ground, wound, etcground, wound, etc))
Much worse for other languagesMuch worse for other languages
(Sp (Sp trabajotrabajo ‘‘work/work/trabajotrabajo, I, I--
work/work/trabajartrabajar))
Sp Sp hubiesehubiese = 56/72 possible forms= 56/72 possible forms



Lemmatization (historical)Lemmatization (historical)

Apply modern lemmas (finish)Apply modern lemmas (finish)
Apply spelling rules: *tie: Apply spelling rules: *tie: emptieemptie / empty/ empty
Use frequency information from database to find Use frequency information from database to find 
overly frequent lemmas (overly frequent lemmas (googoo / go/ go, , had lane / had had lane / had 
lainlain) ) 
Use frequency information to target highly Use frequency information to target highly 
frequent unknown forms firstfrequent unknown forms first
(students / see context / provide modern form / (students / see context / provide modern form / 
words acquire modern features)words acquire modern features)
a a peasepease ofof: compare to PDE:: compare to PDE:

a piece / peas / peace of a piece / peas / peace of 
Can also use contextual words (Can also use contextual words (peasepease))



Interface for annotating Old Portuguese (blocks of text)



Interface for annotating Old Portuguese (by word, POS, lemma)



Interface for annotating Old Portuguese (by lemma frequency I)





Composition of proposed 200 million word historical corpus

SPOKEN/INFORMAL FICTION NEWS ACADEMIC OED TOTAL

SIZE SOURCES SIZE SOURCES SIZE SOURCES SIZE SOURCES

1500s 5 EEBO-Dr
CED

10 EEBO-Fic 1 ?? 13 EEBO-NF 1 30

1600s 5 EEBO-Dr
BAILEY
CED

10 EEBO-Fic 1 NEWSBOOKS
(NEWDIGATE)

13 EEBO-NF 1 30

1700s 5 LION-Dr
BAILEY
CED
LATE 18C

10 LION-Fic 1 LAMPETER
ZEN

13 LION-NF 1 30

1800s 9 LION-Dr
PG-Dr
BAILEY

16 LION-Fic
PG-Fic

7 MOA-Jrnl
SCAN-News
(LON TIMES)
(NY TIMES)

16 LION-NF
PG-NF

2 50

British 4 7 3 8 23

American 4 7 3 8 23

Misc 1 2 1 0 4

1900s 9 MOVIES
RADIO
ORALHIST
BNC, LLC, SEC, (LDC)
PG-Dr
SCAN-Dr

21 PG-Fic
SCAN-Fic
BNC-Fic

14 SCAN-Per
(LON TIMES)
(NY TIMES)
BNC-News
NDNP

14 PG-NF
SCAN-NF
BNC-NF

2 60

British 4 9 6 7 27

American 4 9 6 7 27

Misc 1 3 2 0 6

TOTAL 33 67 24 69 7 200

PERCENT 16.5 33.5 12.0 34.5 3.5 100%



ConclusionConclusion

Relational databases: size, speed, Relational databases: size, speed, 
and annotationand annotation
Very wide range of searchesVery wide range of searches
Information from database can be Information from database can be 
used as an integral part of the used as an integral part of the 
tagging processtagging process
Already working in several online Already working in several online 
corpora, more in planning stagescorpora, more in planning stages
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